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Illness is the doctor to whom we 

pay most heed: to kindness, to 

knowledge we make promises only; 

pain we obey. 

- Proust 



CHARACTERS 

!van Ilych 

Praskovya his wife 

Lis a his daughter 

Professor Peter Ivanovich academic, homosexual 

Schwartz bohemian 

Mother Russia 

Sarah Bernhardt 

Gerasim serf, manservant 

Chekhov 

Pavlova 

Dr Staphylococcus illustrious physician 

AUTHOR'S NOTE 

1. The play can be performed with a cast of five actors. 

2. The play is designed to partner my THE OVERCOAT: an evening 

of Gogol and Tolstoy. 



ALL: 

Darkness. 

(off-stage) Ivan Ilych is dead! 

Pause . 

The lights snap up to reveal an 

essentially bare stage with a giant green 

coffin sitting lengthwise parallel to 

the upstage wall, on the floor. A long 

red banner hangs down the centre of the 

upstage wall. 

A large heavy black velvet bag thumps 

from high on to the coffin, or it can 

be found on the coffin. 

Pause. 

MUSIC: 'A Birch-tree in a Field Did Stand' 

- rendered by the Soviet Army Chorus 

and Band, as is all the music except 

Verdi's Requiem. 

Soon, PRASKOVYA, LISA, PROFESSOR PETER 

IVANOVICH, SCHWARTZ and IVAN ILYCH file 

in and stand as a line with their backs 

to the audience, wearing long black coats 

and hats, scarves or veils. 

After a while, the music fades, and we 

hear them sobbing. After a while they, 

except for IVAN, turn and stare at the 

audience: grim and dry-eyed. IVAN stands 

shuddering in silence. 

Pause. 

The four file ou t . 

IVAN ceases shuddering. 

A cold wind whistles. 



!VAN: 

MOTHER R.: 

!VAN turns to the audience, his 

face contorted with pain. The wind 

continues, then softens. 

(in a very small voice) I am !van Ilych. 

Pause. 
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The 'hero' of a story by Leo Tolstoy -soldier, 

Calvinist, fanatic, aristocrat, progressive landlord, 

incomparable author. War and Peace. The title sums 

up everything. Our lot. 

Pause. 

He feebly walks to the coffin, stands 

behind it and the black bag, before 

the red banner. 

He stares at the bag. 

(gesturing) My soul. 

Pause. 

MUSIC: 'Volga Boat Song'. 

He lifts the bag, with difficulty, and 

holding, hugging it, in his arms, leaves. 

MOTHER RUSSIA enters from opposite side, 

carrying an iconic Orthodox painting of 

virgin and child, and an axe with a 

bright blue blade and white handle. 

She looks as if she has just emerged 

from the earth, wearing weedy brown and 

green rags. She has an ochre face and 

passionate blue eyes. She hangs the icon 

on one side, the axe on the other, of 

the red banner. 

MOTHER RUSSIA turns, rests a hand on a 

corner of the coffin, stares at the 

audience as the music softens. 

I am Mother Russia. 

She walks forward. 

I am all earth, of earth. Gaia. I watch over all. 

For me all life is sacred. From housefly to hero. I 

am the mother of all forests, rivers, lakes. 

Pause. 

(sadly) Now all dead, sterile, and foul. 

Pause. 



MOTHER R.: 

PETER: 

(angrily, ferociously) Our egotistical brats have 

plundered paradise! 

She stares at the audience, then 

walks to the coffin. 

More axe than icon. 

She goes behind the coffin. 

Pause. Silence. 
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Still, a mother's heart still melts when a daughter 

gives birth. 

She mimes rocking a cradle on the centre 

of the coffin. She hums a tune, peers. 

!van Ilych. What an infant. A blend of potato dumpling 

and baby bear. Of course he was pampered. 

She walks away from the coffin, then 

gestures to it as a desk. 

!van Ilych. What a student. From Pushkin to Pavlov. 

A mother's pride and joy. Of course he was pampered. 

'You are Always Beautiful'. 

She clicks her fingers. MUSIC: 'You Are 

Always Beautiful'. She listens, then 

dances in a little circle, and to side. 

She watches !VAN ILYCH as he enters, 

her chest puffed up with pride. 

!VAN, young and handsome, stands, soaking 

up the audience's attention and the 

music. Eventually, the music's fade-

out is covered by the sound of applause. 

PROFESSOR PETER IVANOVICH enters, 

wearing academic clobber. He stands behind 

the coffin, gestures for silence, and 

slaps down a heavy book. 

Pause. 

I, Professor Peter Ivanovich, the youngest Russian 

professor ever, and a favourite of the Czar, 

congratulate you, !van Ilych Golovin. The Petersburg 

School of Law prides herself on shaping the finished 

man. The man of intellect, social ease and polish. 

You have graduated with the l oftiest honours, and have 

immediately soared to the Tenth Rank of the Civil 

Service. I salute you! 

Loud applause. 



IVAN: 

PETER: 

MOTHER R. : 

SCHWARTZ: 

!VAN: 

SCHWARTZ: 

!VAN: 

BERNHARDT: 

!VAN: 

BERNHARDT: 

!VAN: 

SCHWARTZ: 

IVAN: 

PETER: 

BERNHARDT: 

Wine, hag! 
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IVAN bows. 

MUSIC: 'You are Always Beautiful'. 

PETER comes forward and kisses IVAN. 

MOTHER RUSSIA appears with a light but 

strong deal table. 

IVAN fetches a chair and sits at the table. 

He produces two packs of cards, shuffles 

with great skill, as the music fades. 

Pause. 

Take a seat, Peter Ivanovich . 

PETER brings a chair to the table, sits. 

MOTHER RUSSIA appears with an empty 

decanter and glasses. He sniffs the 'wine' . 

Ah red burgundy. That most sexual and female of wines. 

(not impressed) Female? 

What female ·~anight, .my· Ivan the Terrible? 

Now drinking the wine, he is too absorbed 

in his pleasures to notice . SCHWARTZ 

has entered, and promptly announces: 

(fruitily, huskily bohemian) Sarah Bernhardt! 

SARAH BERNHARDT enters grandly. 

PETER leaps to his feet. !VAN continues 

to drink, as MOTHER RUSSIA fetches 

two more chairs . 

Peter Ivanovich. 

Ah Schwartz. My guide to the fleshpots. 

Sarah Bernhardt. !van Ilych. 

!VAN stands, bows. They all sit. 

It is very gallant of you Bernhardt to brave the freeze. 

Yes. I have heard of the Russian wolves. 

I have heard of the French foxes. 

He hands her a glass of wine. 

(sniffing, sipping) You have impeccable taste . 

(pointedly, charming) I believe s o. 

It is a great shame you did not see her La Dame aux 

camelias this evening. 

Work must come first. 

(aside) I tell you this man will make a mighty j udge . 

All work and no play might make !van a terrible idiot. 






